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CONCLUSIONS OF THE SESSIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL (1975 - 1990)
V~";c~. 12 and 13 JUM 1980

Session of the European Council
Venice, 12 and 13 June 19XO

Summary by the Presidency
The conclusions reached on 29 and 30 May by the Council of Ministers of the
Community were noted with satisfaction. These conclusions enabled a solution
to be found to the problem of the United Kingdom s contribution to the Community budget, led to an agreement on 1980/81 fann prices and on the sheepmeat problem and defined the guidelines for a comprehensive common
fisheries policy. The outcome of these discussions has led, inter alia, to finalization of the 1980 budget, thereby normalizing the working of the Community.
A key feature of the agreements thus reached is the Community commitment
to implement structural changes which , by ensuring a more balanced development of common policies based on respect for their fundamental principles and
by preventing the recurrence of unacceptable situations, will enable each Member State to become more closely identified with Community objectives and
with the deepening process of European integration.
This commitment is a fundamental prerequisite especially bearmg in mind the
prospect of enlargement, if the Community is to be able to meet its internal and
international responsibilities authoritatively and effectively; to respond to the
expectations of the citizens of Europe with ever closer solidarity between Member States in the various sectors of political, economic and social activity; to
promote greater convergence and the harmonious development of their economies, help to reduce the disparities between the various regions and the ground
to be made up by the less well-off; in short, to realize in full the objectives enshrined in the Treaties, in total compliance with the ideals underlying the grand
design of European unification.
A review of the economic and social. situation confirmed the judgments expressed
at the European Council meeting on 27 and 28 Apri11980.

In particular, the keenest concern was expressed at the hardening inflationary
pressures, which represent the gravest of threats to the stability and to the development of the Member States' economies; these pressures also pose a threat
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because of the varying degrees to which they are evident in !:he various countries of the Community.

The majorshon-term objective must be to contain inflation. This should be
done by means of appropriate monetary and fiscal policies, coupled with mea~
sures designed to sustain investment and to cope with the employment situation while keeping extemal imbalances within acceptable bounds.

Given the slowdown in demand which is appearing in other major economic
areas, stress was laid on the importance of action to ensure that the risk of a
general recession in demand is averted through appropriate international collaboration.
In the face of the increasingly dismrbing employment situation, particularly as regards young people, there was reaffirmation 0 f the priority need, in some of the
Member States, for short-term stroctural measures in the context of an active
employment policy.

It is essential that the Community should be in a position systematically to
evaluate the impact of employment on the various Community policies from
the time of their inception, to ensure a better coordination of employment
policies at Community level and to. harmo.nize Community action in the field
of economic policy with that taken in the social and employment fields.

The outcome of the Social Affairs Council on 9 June was noted with satisfaction, especially. as regards the consultations between employers and labour.
The Council is asked to continue its proceedings with a view to achieving the
above objectives, on the basis of periodic reports fiom the Commission on the
employment situation.

In the helie:fthat in 1980 the decline in growth rates in the various industrialized
areas would be quite sharp, among other things because of the rise in crude oil
prices, the commitment to take an active part in strengthening the open and
multilateral international trade system was renewed, in accordance with the
statement by the member countries of the OECD at the ministerial. meeting on

3 and 4 June. In particular, the hope was expressed that all the industrialized
countries would do their utmost toconfiont and resolve the outstanding trade
problems, adopting solutions in line with the content and spirit of the outcome
of the multilateral trade negotiations.
With reference to the conclusions of the European Council in Luxembourg on 27
and 28 April, a further examination of the international monetary situation took
place. This was seen still to be dominated by !he problems of the huge balanceof-payments disequilibria stemming from recent oil price increases. Righting
of these imbalances can only be effected in the long term by means of stabilization of the terms of trade and the necessary real adjustments to our economies.

The recycling of oil surpluses can in the short term attenuate the negative effects of these imbalances. 'This process, to which the private capital marlcet has
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an essential contribution to make, must be backed up by development of the
role of international financial institutions.

Stress was laid on the primary importance of the North- South dialogue for the
stability of international relations. It is intended that a further boost should be
given to cooperation with the developing countries. This should contribute, on
the basis of interoependence and mutual advantage, to cleating the degree of
economic expansion required, in the context of a restmcturing of international
economic relations , to enable the developing countries to malce rapid progress.

With this in view, the need remains for a political commitment to the global
negotiations, to finalizing the third international development strategy, to the
agreements on the statutes of the Common Fund for the stabilization of raw material prices and the continuation of the negotiations on commodities.

Much is expected of the eleventh special session of the United Nations General
Assembly. The report of the Brandt Commission could, it is felt, make a particularly interesting contribution to its successful outcome.

Inevitably, concern was expressed about the effect on development policy of
the continuing increases in crude oil prices and of the economic and politicill
tensions to which these have given rise.
Particular attention was devoted to the worsening international ~nergy crisis. The
decisions of the Council of Ministers (Energy) on 13 May and 9 June to reduce
the ratio between the growth of GNP and increased energy consumption and
the share of oil in the Community s energy budget were noted with satisfaction. The keenest concern was expressed at the further pressures for a price increase brought to bear in Algiers; it was pointed out that no objective grounds
existed for increasing the price of crude at the present time.

The repetition of such increases constitutes an obvious threat to international
stability. Its effects upon the phenomenon of inflation and. consequently upon
economic expansion , investment, employment and the balance of payments
give rise to intolerable burdens for the industrialized regions and even more so
for the emergent countries, the latter being confronted with truly insoluble problems of readjustment which can clearly not be resolved by recycling alone.
These aspects of the crisis, which will be highlighted at the forthcoming economic summit, must be given their full weight.
The Community remains willing to enter into a dialogue with all the countries
concerned It regrets, however, that the recent OPEC decisions may have made
such a dialogue more difficult to achieve.
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Middle East
The He~.ds of State or Government and ilie Ministers of Foreign Affairs held a
comprehensive exchange of views on all aspects of the present situation in the
Middle Bast, including the state of negotiations resulting from the agreements
signed between Egypt and Israel ill March 1979. They agreed that growing tensions affecting this region constitute a serious danger and render. a comprehensive solution to the Israeli- Arab conflict more necessary and pressing than ever.
The nine Member States of the European Community consider iliat the traditional.

ties and common interests which link Europe to the Middle East oblige them to
playa special. role and now require them to work in a more concrete way
towards peace.
In tillS regard, ilie nine countries of the Community base themselves on Security
Council Resolutions 242 ~.nd 338 and the positions which they have expressed
on several occasions , notably in their declarations of 29 June 1977, 19 September 1978, 26 March and 18 June 1979, as well as in the speech made on their
behalf on 25 September! 979 by the Irish Minister of Foreign Affairs at the
thirty- fourth United Nations General Assembly.

On the bases thus set out, the time ha.r;; come to promote the recognition . and implementation of the two principles universal.ly accepted by the international.
community: the right to existence and to security olall the States in the region,
including Israel, and justice for ail the: peoples, which implies the recognition
of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people.
All of the countries ill the area are entitled to live in peace within secure, recognized and guaranteed borders. The necessar:-y guarantees for 11 peace settlement
should be provided by th.e UN by a decision of the Security Council and, if
necessary, on the basis of oth.er mutually agreed procedures. The Nine declare
that they are prepared to participate within ilie framework of a comprehensive
settlement in a system of concrete and binding international. guarantees, including guarantees on the ground.

A just solution musl finally 00 folInd to the Palestinian problem, which is not simply one of refugees. The Palesl:inian people, who are conscious of existing as
such , must be placed in a position , by an appropriate process defined within the
framework of the comprehensive peace se~tlement, to exercise fully their right
to self-determination.

The achievement of these objectives requires the involvement and support of all
the parties concerned in the peace settlement which the Nine are endeavouring
to promote in keeping wiili the principles folmulated in the declaration referred
to above. These principles apply to ail the parties concerned. and thus to the
Palestinian people, and to the PLO, which will have to be associated with the
negotiations.
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The Nine recognize the special importance of the role played by the question
of Jerusalem for all the parties concerned The Nine stress that they wi~ not
accept any unilateral initiative designed to change the status of Jerusalem and
that any agreement on the city' s status should guarantee freedom of access for
everyone to the Holy Places.

The Nine stress the need for Israel to put an end to the territorial occupation
which it has maintained since the conflict of 1967, as it has done for part of
Sinai. They are deeply convinced that the Israeli settlements constitute a
serious obstacle to the peace process in the Middle East. The Nine consider
that these settlements, as well as modifications in population and property in
the occupied Arab tenitories, are illegal under international law.

they are to put an end to violence, the Nine consider that only the
renunciation of force or the threatened use of fqrce by all the parties can create
a climate of confidence in the area, and constitute a basic element for a comprehensive settlement of the conflict in the Middle East.

10. Concerned as

to make the necessary contacts with all the parties concerned. The objective of these contacts would be to ascertain the position of the
various parties with respect to the principles set out in this declaration and in
the light of the results of this consultation process to determine the form which
such an initiative on their part could take.

11. The Nine have decided

Euro- Arab

Dialogue

The Nine noted the importance which they attach to the Euro- Arab dialogue at all levels and
to develop the advisability of holding a meeting of the two sides at political level. In this
w; tY, they intend to contribute towards the development of cooperation and mutual understanding
between Europe and the Arab world

th( ~ need

Lebanon
The Nine reiterate once again their total solidarity with Lebanon , a friendly country whose
equilibrium is seriously jeopardized by the clashes in the region , and renews its urgent appeal to all
the countries and parties concerned to put an end to all acts liable to affect Lebanon s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity as well as the authority of its government. The Nine
will support any action or initiative likely to guarantee the return of peace and stability in Lebanon,
a factor which constitutes an essential element in the equilibrium of the region.

The Nine stress the importance of the role which should be played by the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (Unifil) in southern Lebanon. The Nine recall the declaration which they
made ill Luxembourg on 22 April and stress that it is essential for all the parties concerned to allow
the Unifil to implement to the full the mandate assigned to it, including that of taking control of the
tenitory up to the internationally recognized boundaries.
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Afghanistan
'The European Council has noted with deep concero the intensification of the military opera-

tions condncted by the Soviet troops in Afghanistan.

These dramatic developments ale increasing still further the sufferings of ille Afghan people.
They emphasize the genuinely national nature of the resistance offered by an entire people. They
threaten to jeopardize the climate of international relations for a long time to come.
Under these circumstances, the European Council wishes to reassert its conviction that it is
necessary to outline without delay the means of reaching a solution which, in keeping with the resolution of the United Nations Genefal Assembly, would ensure the withdrawal of Soviet troops
and the free exercise by the Afghan people of the right to determine their own future. It has reiterated its view that a solution could be found in an arrangement which allowed Afghanistan to remain
outside the competition among .the powers and to return to its traditional position as a neutral and
non- aligned State.
It recalls that it proposed in Luxembourg, on 28 April , that the great powers and the neighbouring States should undertake the necessary commitments to this end: in particular, they should
agree to respect the sovereignty and integrity of Afghanistan, to refrain from any interference in its
internal affairs and renounce any stationing of troops on its soil or any form of military association
with it.
The European Council shares the concern expressed and the conclusions drawn

by

the ele-

venth Conference of Foreign Ministers of Islamic States on the continued Soviet military presence
in Afghanistan and has noted withgreat interest the creation by this conference of a committee to
seek ways and means for a comprehensive solution of the grave crisis in respect to Afghanistan.

The Council repeated its readiness to support any meaningful initiative designed to promote a
solution of the Afghan crisis.

1 . Venice- From
the European Council
to the Western Summit
European Council and Western Summit

International policy and energy

dominate discussions
was the rendezvous
for the Heads of State or Government of the
Nine , to meet as the European Council , and
1.1.1. Venice in June

for representatives

of

seven industrialized

countries and of the Community as such , to

attend the sixth Western Summit. Both meet-

bourg meeting failed to settle also contributed to the feeling of unity at Ve nice.

As usual the Commission assisted in prepara~

tions by presenting

a series of papers

designed to assist or guide discussions. They
dealt with the .economic and social situation
in the Community, unemployment, energy,

relations with the industrialized

countries

(particularly the United States and Japan)!

and reactivation of the North-South

Dia~

ings were chiefly concerned with the international situation and el:onomic problems , in
particular the energy crisis.

logue. 2 Before the official meeting Mr Cossi-

The dimate of both meetings was influenced

Heads of State or Government.

by the overall agreement reached by the Nine
on 30 May. This had cleared the air and driven away the douds which had gathered
overhead at the end of April after the Luxembourg European Council had failed to find an
agreement.

The European Council in Venice

2. The European Council meeting in
Venice on 12 and 13 June was attended by
the Heads of State or Government of the nine

Member States of the Community together
with their Foreign Ministers. The Commission was represented by its President , Mr Jenkins , and by Mr Ortoli , Vice- President. Discussions focused on international political
questions , especially the situation in the Mid-

, rather than on purely Community
issues. As many observers have remarked, the

dle East

, the Council President ,

The results of the European Council

meeting
1.3. The European Council discussed the
international situation , the problems dealt

with in the papers presented by the Commission and budgetary matters, which certain
Heads of Government brought up in connec-

tion with the future of the common agricultural policy.

The following were issued at the end of the
meeting: a summary of proceedings made by
the Presidency and four declarations-on the
Middle East , the Euro- Arab Dialogue, Lebanon and Afghanistan. The problems of
southern Africa (notably Namibia) were also
mentioned briefly by Mr Cossiga , President
of the European Council , at his press conference.

failure in Luxembourg forced the European
Council to revert to its original role of giving
political stimulus and general guidelines , and
leaving the specialized ministers to resolve the

economic and technical problems within the
Council. The compromise reached some ten
days earlier on the issues that the LuxemBull. EC 6- 1980

met some of the

other Heads of State or Government, and
there were also separate meetings between

1 Point 2. 2.53.

Points 1.3. 2 and 1.3.

European Council and Western Summit

sent the gravest of threats to the stability and to
the development of the Member States ' economies;

Summary .by the Presidency

1.1.4. The ' summary by the Presidency ' of
the proceedings of the European Council was
as follows:
1. The

conclusions reached on 29 and 30 May

by the Council of Ministers of the

Community

were noted with satisfaction. These conclusions
enabled a solution to be found to the problem of
the United Kingdom s contribution to the Community budget , led to an agreement on 1980/81
farm prices and on the sheep meat problem and
defined the guidelines for a

comprehensive com-

mon fisheries policy. The outcome of these discusinter alia, to finalization of the 1980
sions has led,
budget, thereby normalizing the working of the
Community.
A key feature of the agreements thus reached is the
Community commitment to implement structural
changes which , by ensuring a more balanced
development of common policies, based on respect
for their fundamental principles , and by preventing the recurrence of unacceptable situations , will
enable each Member State to become more closely

identified with Community objectives and with the
deepening process of European integration.

This commitment is a fundamental prerequisite
especially bearing in mind the prospect of enlargement , if the Community is to be able to meet its
internal and international responsibilities authoritatively and effectively; to respond to the ex~
pectations of the citizens of Europe with ev;er

closer solidarity between Member States in the
various sectors of political, economic and social
activity; to promote greater convergence and the
harmonious development of their economies , help
to reduce the disparities between the various regions and the ground to be made up by the less
well-off; in short , to realize in full the objectives
enshrined in the Treaties , in total compliance with
the ideals underlying the grand design of European
unification.
2. A review of the economic and social situation

confirmed the judgments expressed at the European Council meeting on 27 and 28 April 1980.
In particular ,

the keenest concern was expressed at
which repre-

the hardening inflationary pressures ,

European Council and Western Summit

these pressures also pose a threat because of the

varying degrees to which they are evident in the
various countries of the Community.

The major short- term objective must be to contain

inflation. This should

be done by means of

appropriate monetary and fiscal policies, coupled

with measures designed to sustain investment and
to cope with the employment situation while keeping external imbalances within acceptable bounds.

Given the slowdown in demand which is appearing in other major economic areas, ' stress was laid
on the importance of action to ensure that the risk

of a general recession in demand is averted
through appropriate international collaboration.

3. In the

face of the increasingly disturbing

employment situation , particularly as regards
young people, there was reaffirmation of the priority need, in some of the Member States , for short-

term structural measures

in the context of an

active employment policy.

It is essential that the Community should be in a
position systematically to evaluate the impact of
employment on the various Community policies
from the time of their inception , to ensure a better

coordination of employment policies at Commun-

ity level and to harmonize Community action in
the field of economic policy with that taken in the
social and employment fields.

The outcome of the Social Affairs Council on 9
June ' was noted with satisfaction , especially as

regards the consultations between employers and

labour. The Council is asked to continue its proceedings with a view to achieving the above objec-

tives , on the basis of periodic reports from
Commission on the employment situation.

the

4. In the belief that in 1980 the decline in growth

rates in the various industrialized areas would be

quite sharp, among othe r things because of the rise

in crude oil prices, the commitment to take an

active part in strengthening the open and multilateral international trade system was renewed, in

Point 2. 1.41.
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accordance with the statement by the member
&Quntries of the OECD at the ministerial meeting

pn 3 and 4 June. '

~xpressed that all
,w.ould do their

In particular, the hope was

the industrialized countries

utmost to confront and resolve the

~utstanding trade problems, adopting solutions in

line with the content and spirit of the outcome of
the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.
With reference to the conclusions of the EuroS.
'pean Council in Luxembourg on 27 and 28 April,'
a further examination of the international monetary situation took place. This was seen still to be
dominated by the problems of the huge balance of
payments disequilibria stemming from recent oil
price increases. Righting of these imbalances can

only be effected in the long term by means of
stabilization of the terms of trade and the necessary real adjustments to our economies.

The recycling of oil surpluses can in the short term
attenuate the negative effects of these imbalances.

This process, to which the private capital market

has an essential contribution to make , must be
backed up by development of the role of interna-

Inevitably, concern waS expressed about the effect
on development policy of the continuing increases
in crude oil prices and of the economic and political tensions to which these have given rise.

7. Particular attention was devoted to the worse-

ning international energy crisis. The decisions of
the Council of Ministers (Energy) on 13 May' and
9 June ' to reduce the ratio between the growth of
GNP and increased energy consumption and the
share of oil in the Communiry s energy budget
were noted with satisfaction. The keenest concern
was expressed .at

the further pressures for a price

increase brought to bear in Algiers; it was pointed
out that no objective grounds existed for increasing the price of crude at the present time.

The repetition of such increases constitutes an
obvious threat to international stability. Its effects
upon the phenomenon of inflation and conse-

quently upon economic expansion,

investment

employment and the balance of payments give rise

to intolerable burdens for the industrialized

reg"

ions and even more so for the emergent countries

tional financial institutions.

with truly insoluble
problems of readjustment which can clearly not be
resolved by recycling alone.

6. Stress was laid on the primary importance of

These aspects of the crisis, which will be high-

the North- South Dialogue for the stability of inter"
national relations. It is intended that a further
boost should be given to cooperation with the
developing countries. This should contribute,

on

the basis of interdependence and mutual advan-

tage , to creating the degree of economic expansion
required , in the context of a restructuring of international economic relations , to enable the develop-

the latter being confronted

lighted at the forthcoming Economic Summit

must be given their full weight.

The Community remains willing to enter into a
dialogue with all the countries concerned. It
regrets , however, that the recent OPEC decisions
may have made such a dialogue more difficult to
achieve.'

ing countries to make rapid progress.

With this in view, the need remains for a political
commitment to the global negotiations , to finalizing the Third International Development Strategy,
to the agreements on the statutes of the Common
Fund for the stabilization of raw material prices
and the continuation of the negotiations on commodities.

Dedarations
5. Reproduced below are the four declarations on the international situation issued
at the end of the European Council , which
spent a considerable amount of time discussing the problems of the Middle East.

Much is expected of the eleventh Special Session .
the United Nations General Assembly. The report

of the Brandt Commission could, it is felt , make a
particularly interesting contribution to its successful outcome.

Bull. EC 6- 1980
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Bull. EC 4- 1980 , points 1.1.6 and 1.1.7.
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6. A just s.olution must finally be f.ound t.o the
Palestinian problem , which is not simply one of

Middle East

6. ' 1.

European Council and Western Summit

The Heads of State or Government

and the Ministers .of Foreign Affairs held a comprehensive exchange .of views on all aspects of the
present situation in the Middle East, including the
state of negotiations resulting from the agreements

signed between Egypt and Israel in March 1979.
They agreed that growing tensions affecting this
region constitute a serious danger and render a

comprehensive solution to the Israeli- Arab conflict
more necessary and pressing than ever.

2. The nine Member

States of the European
Community consider that the traditional ties and

common interests which link Europe to the Middle
East oblige them to playa

special role and now

-refugees. The Palestinian people, whe are

con-

scious of existing as such , must be placed in a position, by an appropriate pr.ocess defined within the
framew.ork of the comprehensive peace settlement
to exercise fully their right to self- determination.
7. The achievement of these objectives requires
the inv.olvement and support of all the parties c.oncerned in the peace settlement which the Nine are

endeavouring to promote in keeping with the principles formulated in the declaration referred to
above. These principles apply to all the parties
concerned, and thus the Palestinian people , and to
the PLO , which will have to be associated with the
neg.otiati.ons.

require them to work in a more concrete way

8. The Nine recognize the special importance of
the role played by the question of Jerusalem for all

3. In this regard, the nine countries of the Com-

will not accept any unilateral initiative designed to
change the status of Jerusalem and that any agree"

towards peace.

the parties concerned. The Nine stress that they

munity base themselves on Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338 and the positions which they

:;everal occasions, notably in
their Declarations of 29 June 1977, ' 19 September
1978,' 26 March' and 18 June 1979: as well as in
the speech made on their behalf on 25 September
1979 by the Irish Minister of Foreign Affairs at the

have expressed on

thirty- fourth

United Nations General Assembly.

4. On the bases thus set out , the time has come
to promote the recognition and implementation of

the two principles universally accepted by the

international community: the right to existence
and to security of all the States in the region

including Israel , and justice for all the peoples,
which implies the recognition of the legitimate
rights of the Palestinian people.

5. All of the countries in the area are entitled to

live in peace within secure , recognized and guaranteed borders. The necessary guarantees for a peace

settlement should be provided by the UN by

ment on the city s status should guarantee freedom

.of access for everyone to the Holy Places.
9. The Nine

stress the need for Israel to put an

end to the territorial .occupati.on which it has

maintained since the conflict of 1967 , as it has
done for part of Sinai. They are deeply convinced

that the Israeli

settlements constitute a serious

.obstacle to the peace process in the Middle East.
The Nine consider that these settlements , as well
as modifications in populati.on and property in the
occupied Arab territories, are illegal under internationallaw.
10. Concerned as they are to put an end to violence , the Nine consider that only the renunciation

.of force or the threatened use of force by all the
parties can create a climate of confidence in the

area , and c.onstitute a basic element f.or a comprehensive settlement of the c.onflict in the Middle
East.

decision of the Security Council and, if necessary,
on the basis of other mutually agreed procedures.

The Nine declare that they are prepared to participate within the framework of a comprehensive settlement in a system .of concrete and binding international guarantees , including (guarantees) .on the
gr.ound.

Bull. EC 6- 1977 , point 2.

2 Bull. EC 9- 1978 , point 2.
Bull. EC 3- 1979 , point 2. 74.
Bull. EC 6- 1979 , point 2. 59.
Bull. EC 9- 1979 , point 3.
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Soviet troop5 in

The Nine have decided to make the nece55ary
ntact5 with all the partie5 concerned. The objec-

operation5 conducted by the

e of the5e contact5

would be to a5certain the
!)ition of the variou5 partie5 with re5pect to the
inciple5 5et Out in thi5 declaration and in the

The5e dramatic development5 are increa5ing $till
further the 5uHering5 of the Afghan people. They
empha5ize the genuinely national nature of the

ermine the form which 5uch an initiative on

threaten to jeopardize the climate of international

t of the re5ult5 of thi5 con5ultation prOCe55 to

eir part could take.'

7. ' The Nine noted the importance

which

~hey attach to the Euro- Arab Dialogue at allievel5
and the need to develop the advi5ability of holding
level. In thi5
~!Deeting of the two 5ide5 at political
intend to

re5i5tance offered by an

entire people. They

relation5 for a long time to come.

JE:uro-Arab Dialogue

way, they

Afghani5tan.

contribute toward5 the

tlevelopment of cooperation and mutual under-

~tanding between Europe and the Arab world.'

Under the5e circum5tance5, the European Council
wi5he5 to rea55ert it5 conviction that it i5 nece55ary
to outline without delay the mean5 of reaching a
5olution which , in keeping with the re5olution of
the United Nation5 General A55embly, would

emure the , withdrawal of Soviet troop5 and the

free exerci5e by the Afghan people of the right to

determine their own future. It ha5 reiterated it5
view that a 50lution could be found in an arrange-

ment which allowed Afghani5tan to remain outamong the power5 and to
return to it5 traditional p05ition a5 a neutral and
non-aligned State.
It recall5 that it prop05ed in Luxembourg, on 28
April ' that the great power5 and the neighbouring
State5 5hould undertake the nece55ary commitment5 to thi5 end: in particular, they 5hould agree

5ide the competition

tebanon
1.1.

8. ' The Nine reiterate once again their total

iolidarity with Lebanon , a friendly country wh05e
:quilibrium i5 5eriou51y jeopardized by the cla5he5

n the region , and reneW5 it5 urgent appeal to all
:he countrie5 and partie5 concerned to put an end

:0 all act5 liable to affect Lebanon 5 independence
,overeignty and territorial integrity a5 well a5. the
iluthority of it5 government. The Nine will 5upport

any action or initiative likely to guarantee the
return of peace and 5tability in Lebanon, a factor
which con5titute5 an e55ential element in the
equilibrium of the region.
The Nine $tre55 the importance of the role which
should be played by the United Nation5 Interim
Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) in 50uthern Lebanon.

The Nine recall the Declaration which they made
in Luxembourg on 22 April' and 5tre55 that it i5
e55ential for all the partie5 concerned to allow the
UNIFIL to implement to the full the mandate
a55igned to it , including that of taking control of
the territory up to the internationally recognized

integrity of
to re5pect the sovereignty and
interference in it5

Afghani5tan , to refrain from any
internal affair5 and renounce any 5tationing of

troop5 on it5 50il or any form of military a550ciation with it.
The European Council 5hare5 the concern ex-

pre55ed and the conclu5ion5 drawn by the eleventh
Conference of Foreign Mini5ter5 of 15lamic State5

on the

continued Soviet military pre5ence in

Afghani5tan and ha5 . noted with great intere5t the
creation by thi5 Conference of a committee to 5eek
waY5 and mean5 for a comprehen5ive 50lution of
the grave cri5i5 in re5pect to Afghani5tan.

The Council repeated it5 readine55 to 5upport any

meaningful initiative de5igned to promote a 501u-

tion of the Afghan cri5i5.'

boundarie5. '

Afghanistan

9. ' The European Council ha5 noted with

deep concern the intemification of the military
Bull. EC 6- 1980
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Southern Africa
10.
Mr Cossiga also informed the press
that the European Council discussed southern

Africa.

The European Council noted with satisfac~
developments in Zimbabwe
since its independence and pledged its full
support to that country. In the interest of stability and peace in southern Africa , it gives its

tion the positive

efforts of the five~

encouragement to the

France , the Federal Republic of Germany, the
United Kingdom , Canada and the United

States-towards Namibia , with a view to an

early implementation of the United Nations
Security Council Resolution 435.

the Middle East, he said that it was not the
Nine s intention to undo the (,::amp David
agreements but to support them by working
for a comprehensive peace settlement. He
refused to be committed to a precise time-

table for ' the necessary contacts with all the
parties concerned' as stated in the Nine

Declaration.

Roy Jenkins, President of the
Commission

Mr

1.1. 12. During

the traditional joint press

conference with Mr Cossiga , Mr Jenkins , the
Commission President, said:
It is right and appropriate that the meeting should
have centred as it did on international questions of
pressing current and major concern. This Council
has again achieved a considerable success in the

Reactions and statements

field of political cooperation in a significant statement on the Middle East. I believe the Community
can take a substantial measure of satisfaction in

Community reactions

the way it has responded over

Mr Cossiga, President

of

far as Community business is concerned there has
been a widespread background sense of release at

the

the solution of the problem of the British contribu-

European Council

11. At the

recent months to

the challenges of successive international crises. As

final press conference

, Mr

Cossiga , President of the European Council
declared that the Community had demon-

strated its vitality and cohesion.

It was only by continuing

in this vein , he

added, that the Community could meet the
challenges facing it and

assume its internal

and international responsibilities. What was
required was an overall strategy for peace
and development , and while it must be
unbending in its endeavours to attain its
objectives , it must remain flexible on the

means employed.

As is now customary, Mr Cossiga introduced
and commented briefly on the various Declarations issued at the end of the meeting. On

tion to the budget, which has also opened the way
for progress on a series of other related questions... I would emphasize two particular areas
where the Council is going to be called upon to
take major decisions.
Firstly, energy: The Commission firmly believes
the necessity of Community action other than dispersed action by the

Member States. National

responses to successive oil crises since 1973 have
actually widened differences in the Community. I

fear this will continue unless we can agree on a
common framework of policy comprising energy
prices and necessary additional investment. It is
therefore important that the Council of Energy

Ministers gives a thorough examination to all the
elements in the Commission s proposal' of 20

March and concludes its work before the end of
this year.

Bull. EC 3- 1980, points 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.
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$econdly, the Commission will fulfil its mandate
part of the settlement of the British budgetary
iptoblem to report before the end of June 1981 on

~he development of Community policies with the
"IPJD of ensuring a better balance in the budget. The
work will be set in hand by the present Commist~i()n but necessary decisions will fall in the man-

idate of the next Commission. The responsibility
1will devolve on the Council and I was glad to hear
(:President Cossiga stress the CoJDmunity s commit.
,ment to impleJDent

structural changes which are

,indeed a fundamental requirement for

progress

and necessary to prevent recurrence of unaccept-

able situations in any of the Member States..

~lews of the Heads of State or
Government

During the discussions in Venice, in his comments after the meeting and in a speech to the
Bundestag on 17 June, Chancellor Schmidt
stressed Germany s desire to see the common
agricultUral policy reformed and Community

finances reorganized. Mr Schmidt stated that
his country had no intention of allowing the

1% limit for VAT own resources to be
exceeded for payments to the Community
budget. It was therefore necessary to limit

Community expenditUre on
agriculture: otherwise this would soon take
up all the own resources and more. Chancellor Schmidt emphasized that the structural
changes to eliminate existing imbalances had
to be made by 1982 at the latest.

the growth of

13. At press conferences given immediately after the meeting or in statements made
II few days later, the participants at the Venice European Council commented on the
results. Some of these comments are summarized below.

For Mr Giscard d' Estaing, the French President , the Declaration on the Middle East
showed what the Community could and
should do. It was a clear statement on a dif-

ficult problem: they had not shied away from
the difficulties. The Declaration endeavoured
to show that Europe had an equitable and
well- balanced position; one advantage was
that it would introduce an ongoing process of
contacts with the parties involved.

Mrs Thatcher, the British Prime Minister
was satisfied with this European Council; it
had been different from previous ones and
the Heads of State or Government of the
Nine had talked as partners. With their
Declaration on the Middle East the Nine had
shown that they had a part to play on the

international scene, . although

the United

States would continue to hold the major role
in this long-term process.
Bull. EC 6- 1980
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